HISTORICAL RESOURCES PART II

The questions below are designed to help you become familiar with the materials available for Japanese and Korean historical research.

1. Who was the Japanese Prime Minister 1889-1891? You can give either romanization or characters for his name. Photocopy the page of the resource you used to find this information and attach it to this sheet. DO NOT USE THE INTERNET.

2. Look under “Kapcha” 甲子 in Korea: A Historical and Cultural Dictionary (in the reference section of the library—RETURN IT TO THE PROPER PLACE ON THE SHELF WHEN YOU ARE DONE. HAVE RESPECT FOR OTHERS IN THE CLASS!!!!). What four years were noted for “Catholic Persecution” in Korea? Give the years in the Western calendar.

3. How many copies of the Great Mirror (Ōkagami 大鏡) do we have IN JAPANESE in our library? What are their call numbers?

4. Take the last three numbers of your ID number. Find that page (number) in Samguk Yusa: Legends and History of the Three Kingdoms of Ancient Korea (on reserve in the library). Photocopy the page and turn it in with this assignment.